EXPERIENCED TEAM ANNOUNCED AT STATER GLOBAL MARKETS
LONDON – 3 October 2016 – Stater Global Markets, the new London-based Prime of Prime
brokerage founded by Ramy Soliman has announced its team today.

Wei Xu has been appointed as Operations Manager. As former Technical Account Manager
at Integral, he has previously worked with Ramy Soliman, who was Vice President, EMEA
Sales for the global FX technology company. Wei joins Stater Global Markets with nine
years’ experience in IT systems for the FX market, having also been employed by Gold-i as
Head of Support. Wei speaks fluent English and Chinese and has an in-depth understanding
of the opportunities in Asia, having previously been Gold-i’s Asia Business Development
Executive.

David Barrett has joined Stater Global Markets as Chief Information Officer. David has been
in the financial markets since 1982 and in FX for over 30 years, notably at Chemical Bank,
Nat West and AIG and, most recently, Director at GEM FX. He brings a wealth of knowledge
to the organisation and is a specialist in financial crises and the consequences.
Ramy Soliman, CEO, Stater Global Markets comments, “I am delighted to be launching
Stater Global Markets with such a high calibre team. Between us, we have a wealth of
experience gained from a range of perspectives at highly respected organisations. We have
a very clear understanding of how best to serve clients in the Prime of Prime segment. We
also have strong relationships with banks, liquidity providers and technology partners and a
real desire to grow a business which is highly professional, full of integrity and provides the
very best to clients – whether they seek credit intermediation, tailored liquidity solutions and /
or technology.”

Stater Global Markets is an FCA regulated brokerage which offers clients institutional access
to the FX market. In addition to full credit intermediation and direct access to top tier bank

and non-bank liquidity, Stater Global Markets offers a choice of front-end platforms,
connectivity and hosting services as well as complementary services such as research and
consultancy. For further information, please visit www.staterglobalmarkets.com
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